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Introduction. Let M be an n dimensional connected compact
orientable smooth Riemannian manifold. In the previous paper [3]
we showed that the Betti numbers of M with one or two parallel
vector fields satisfy some inequalities.. In this note we shall generalize
these results to the case of M admitting r parallel vector fields (1 =<r
gn). A trivial example of such M is the Riemannian product
T M-, where T is the flat r-torus and Mn-r is any Riemannian
manifold.

1. Preliminaries. Let ( be the vector space o harmonic p-
orms on M. dim( is equal to the p-th Betti number b. We
make a convention that( (0} for p n or p 0 and hence all operators
act trivially on such spaces. Througlout the paper we shall denote
by p any integer.

Let u be a vector field on M. By the natural identification with
respect to the Riemannian metric, u is identified with a 1-orm which
will be denoted by u again, e(u) and i(u)denote respectively the
operators, of exterior and interior product by u. For a p-form , we
have e(u)(o--uA(o and

(i(u)co)(Xi, ..., Xp_l)--oo(u, XI, ..., Xp_)
where X, ..., Xp_ are tangent vectors. These operators satisfy e(u)
=i(u)-0. i(u) is an anti-derivation and hence
( 1 ) i(u)e(u) + e(u)i(u)- I
holds or a unit vector field u, where I is the identity on p-orm.

2. Parallel vector fields. Let u be a parallel vector field on Mn.
First we notice that e q( implies e(u)(o e q(+ and

Now we assume that M admits, r (l_<_r_<_n) linearly independent
parallel vector fields u,, ..., ur. Making use of the Schmidt process,
we may suppose that u,, ..., ur are orthonormal, i.e.,

i(u)u (1 =< k, ] r).
a,...,a (l=<a,...,a<=r) being integers, let us define

i,...,,--i(u,). i(u)
e,...- e(u,) e(u) q(-q(+.

Lemma. For l <=s<=r, we have

( 2 I --,t (--1)( + 1)/e,. i,... /( 1)(-)/i...e....
k=l l_a<...<ak_s
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Proof. When s--l, (2) is nothing but (1). Suppose that (2) is
true for s-1. Taking account of (1) and i(u)e(u)----e(u)i(u) for
]: k, we have

il...,el...s--(-- 1)8-1(il...(s_l,el...(8_l,)(ise)

=(--1)(->(->/+(- I+ (--1)(+e,...i,...
k=l la ...

(I--ei),
from which we know (2) to be valid for s.. Theorems. Let u,..., u be orthonormal parallel vector
fields on M. Putting i(u)=i(u) for any integer p, we consider the
linear mapping i(u)’_ and define

(u) Ker i(u), k(u) dim (u), 1 hgr,
() dim-()-(’) =(u) (u,),

where 0)_ and k)=b by convention. Then
_

has the image in _,.
Theorem .1. If M admits r orthonormal parallel vector fields

" r, then we have
Ker (i(u)-))--,()- Im (i(u)]-)) =_,()

and hence

are valid for s= 1, ..., r and any integer p.
Proof. The first assertion is evident. For the second one, we

take a p-form e-(-) then i(u)o e_(u) (-)_ =_.(). Con-
versely, let w e _,, and we have by virtue o (2)

(-1)(-)/i...e...w
--i(u)((--1)(-)(’+)/i.-- ..(_)e...w) e Im (i(u) -)). Q.E.D.

Thus the sequence {k)}, (s=0, 1, ..., r; p any) of non-negative integers
satisfy

p -p-l

rom which it follows that
P

.p
i=O

Especially we have
P

k,=E (-1)b_0,
i=O

P P_= (--1)(i+ 1)b,_>0.
i=O i=O

More generally, by making use of the mathematical induction we can
prove

Theorem .2. If M admits r orthonormal parallel vector fields
u, ..., u, (lgrgn), then

0" (s+i--1)()-- (--1) bp p-i

are valid for s= 1, ..., r and any integer p.
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Corollary 3.3. .(’) is independent of the choice of s parallel
vector fields taken from u, ..., u.

Corollary 3.4. ()-0 for p-Fs>nnu l.
Especially we have

/-’(" (_1) +i--1.
=0

for s=l, ..., .
Corresponding to the duality b_=b, the following theorem

about (’) holds, by making use of (3) and the mathematical induction.
Theorem 3.5. If M admits r orthonormal parallel vector fields

(lrn), then we have
(s) .(s)
n-p

for s=0, 1, ..., r and any integer p.
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